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Abstract 
This paper explores links between incarceration and enslavement, migration, and mental 
health, in the colony of British Guiana. Contemporaries recognised the negative impact that 
mobility and labour had on the health and well-being of enslaved persons and Asian 
immigrants, including on plantations. Understandings of ‘insanity’ later developed to bring 
ideas about biology, context, and behaviour into dialogue, including through the racialisation 
of its prevalence and character amongst the colony’s diverse population. Before the 
construction of separate institutions, people who were believed to be suffering from mental 
illness were sometimes kept in jails, and due to a lack of capacity this continued even after 
lunatic asylums were developed from the 1840s. At the same time, colonial administrators 
recognised that incarceration itself could cause mental ill-health, and as such into the early 
twentieth century British Guiana engaged with global debates about criminal insanity. 
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[W]e are goaded to madness; 
every day almost we are shamefully treated; 

we have borne it peaceably but we can bear it no longer 
 

Petition of Sidooal, Hurril, and Juggernaut, 1869 
(PP 1871 [393] Appendix G) 

 
The British occupied Dutch Guiana intermittently at the turn of the nineteenth century, in 1803 
finally taking control of a society of enslaved Africans in Demerara, Essequibo, and Berbice. 
Under the terms of the capitulation, the British respected the political, economic, and social 
status quo, including Roman-Dutch law. This continued when the British united Demerara and 
Essequibo in 1814, and then in 1831 merged them with the colony of Berbice to form British 
Guiana (The Annual Miscellany 1817; Glenn 2008, 56; Penson 1926, 111-12). The Dutch first 
introduced imprisonment to Guiana in the seventeenth century, building jails in the capital at 
Stabroek (renamed Georgetown in 1812), and the east coast town of New Amsterdam. Until 
the 1820s, they were mainly used to confine enslaved men and women awaiting trial (PP 1826-
7 [008]). During that decade, the colony passed amelioration laws, with the goal of improving 
conditions for enslaved plantation labour as a precursor to eventual abolition. These reduced 
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the right of slaveowners to punish their human chattel, notably through restricting flogging, yet 
in other ways guaranteed their property rights over them. Simultaneously, the British brought 
punishment under the purview of the state, increasing the use of other technologies of 
punishment, such as solitary confinement, stocks, and treadmills (Browne 2017, 52; PP 1826-
7 [008]; TNA CO111/542/2; TNA CO111/67/31). 
 

Slavery was abolished in 1834, and over the next four years the British built prisons in 
Wakenaan, Mahaica, and Capoey to manage ex-slaves then made to work as ‘apprentices’ to 
their former owners. Following the end of the apprenticeship system in 1838, the British 
constructed another institution in isolated Mazaruni. Here, Her Majesty’s Penal Settlement 
(HMPS) blended features of imprisonment with the distant relocation associated with penal 
transportation (Anderson et al 2020). Guiana’s jail-building programme was influenced by a 
global shift to new architectures of separate confinement in single cells, designed to encourage 
religious reflection, instruction, and occupational training as means of punishment, deterrence, 
and rehabilitation (Gibson 2011; Morris & Rothman 1998). However, in the British colonial 
context it was also driven by the desire to manage and control populations and harness their 
labour for public works and private industry (Arnold 1994; Browne 2017; Paton 2004). In 
Britain, the state gradually withdrew prisoners from such outdoor labour, but this was not the 
case in Guiana where, as in other colonies, the colonial administration continued to exploit 
them as workers. In this regard, prisons were part of a larger repertoire of colonial governance 
which also included laws to control mobility, collective gatherings, and labour strikes (Rodney 
1981; TNA CO113/1/16; TNA CO113/1/23; TNA CO113/1/30). 
 

After emancipation, the British parliament awarded slaveowners compensation for the 
loss of their property; the formerly enslaved got nothing. Following the recruitment of a small 
number of immigrants from the British Isles, Germany, and Madeira in the 1830s, planters in 
Guiana used this money to invest in indentured labour, mainly imported from India (Burnard 
& Candlin 2019; Hall et al 2014). The state bound these immigrants to plantations through 
laws that restricted their right to change employers, negotiate for better wages, and move freely 
around the colony (Roopnarine 2014, 159; TNA CO113/2/20). The combination of 
emancipation and indenture underpinned a significant expansion in the number of prisons in 
British Guiana, and a sharp increase in rates of incarceration. In 1834, 1.9 per cent of the 
population was in prison; by 1862 this reached a colonial era peak of 2.9 per cent. By 1885 the 
colony imprisoned more than three times as many people as England and Wales: 1.97 per cent 
of the population compared to 0.64 per cent (Anderson et al 2020; Kirke 1888, 3). Existing 
institutions became so overcrowded that the colony opened or re-opened district prisons 
specifically for indentured immigrants who had breached labour laws, in Fellowship (1868), 
Mahaica (1868), and Suddie (1875). Finally, with the opening up of mines in the 1920s and 
30s, government set up new prisons in Annai, Kamakusa, Mabaruma, and Kurupukari to 
manage gold prospectors (Moss et al 2019). 

 
There are important connections to be made between enslavement, migration, and 

mental health. The abysmal conditions experienced by African captives during the middle 
passage weakened bodies and minds and caused immense distress and trauma which were 
manifested in sickness, hunger strikes, and suicide. Indentured migrants also endured long 
journeys, during which they were confronted with poor conditions and unfamiliar cultural 
practices, including for Hindus caste transgressions invoked by crossing the kala pani, or black 
waters (Gramaglia 2013, 66-7; Mustakeem 2015; Smith 2014, 30-1, 134n36). Neither were 
enslavement and indenture in the colony conducive to good mental health. Enslaved and 
indentured workers were often separated from family and isolated from community support 
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and subjected to poor conditions on the plantations (Gramaglia 2013, 62-3, 66; Smith 2014, 
22). For the African-Guyanese population, emancipation was a challenge, as economic options 
narrowed, employers had a preference for their new coerced labour force, structural change in 
agriculture impacted negatively, and there was a depression in trade. The formerly enslaved 
became impoverished, migrating to increasingly overcrowded urban areas or leaving the 
colony altogether (Smith 2014, 22). In regard to indentured immigration, by the end of the 
nineteenth century, colonial surgeons recognised that in some cases it caused poor mental 
health, but they also racialised it by making links between biology, context, and behaviour 
(Gramaglia 2013, 62-3; Grieve 1880, 130-4; Smith 2014, 22). Rates of admissions to the 
asylum were generally lower than those in Britain. As ideas of social Darwinism and then 
biological determinism garnered favour during the nineteenth century, by the 1880s surgeons 
were expressing the view that this was because colonized peoples were less ‘developed’ than 
Europeans (Law 1888, 29). At the same time, there were claims that Indian immigrants suffered 
‘mental depression’ after their hopes for a better life in the colony were not realised (Law 1888, 
25). This was part of a larger discourse of racialisation, which sought to explain the prevalence 
and character of insanity among the colony’s cosmopolitan population (Donald 1876; Grieve 
1880; Grieve 2010; Gramaglia 2013). 
 

There are also linkages between colonialism, mental health and incarceration. Prior to 
the construction of a lunatic asylum in Georgetown in 1842 the British used jails to confine 
those displaying signs of mental illness, though we lack precise descriptions of these 
manifestations. For example, the ‘insane’ 52-year-old man Addison was kept in Berbice Gaol 
from 1819-1831, despite being described as ‘perfectly harmless’. Similarly, in 1841 22 
individuals, also certified as ‘insane’, were confined in Georgetown prison. They included 55-
year-old James who had been there since 1829 (TNA CO116/176-81; TNA CO116/208-11). 
This practice, commonly utilised throughout the British Caribbean, reflected the authorities’ 
perceived linkage between mental illness and criminality (Smith 2014, 35). For the confined 
this meant a regime based on custody and punishment, including the use of restraints. For 
instance, in New Amsterdam prison in 1831 the ‘insane’ free woman Felicia was confined in 
the stocks due to ‘outrageous behaviour’. She remained in the prison until 1849 (TNA 
CO116/178; TNA CO116/218). Sometimes, attempts were made to isolate those with poor 
mental health from inmates, but in practice there was often little difference in the conditions 
they experienced, and like prisoners, they found themselves kept in cells with limited means 
of occupation, employment or exercise. The completion of the colony’s new lunatic asylum in 
New Amsterdam in 1867 brought some relief, but there remained limitations of space (TNA 
CO116/213). Indeed, Felicia’s experience was not unique and in the years that followed prisons 
continued to be used as overflow facilities (TNA CO116/213-222). As a result, many jails 
retained separate facilities, including in the third quarter of the nineteenth century a padded 
cell at HMPS Mazaruni (PP 1875 [1338]b). 
 

The introduction of an 1846 ordinance for the ‘safe custody of insane persons charged 
with offences’ placed additional emphasis on the state to incarcerate indefinitely those with 
mental health problems (TNA CO113/1/25). This law embodied the contemporary mental 
health legislation of England and Wales, authorising also preventative detention through the 
imprisonment of ‘dangerous persons suspected of being insane’. This codified earlier 
representations of criminal offending and mental illness, blurring substantially the distinctions 
between them (UK Acts of Parliament 1 & 2 Vict., c. 14 Criminal Lunatics Act 1838; 3 & 4 
Vict., c. 54 Criminal Lunatics Act, 1840; 8 & 9 Vict., c. 100 Lunatics Act 1845). It meant that 
in prisons, the role of the medical officers often revolved around diagnosis and discipline rather 
than treatment and care. Indeed, by the 1870s, prison superintendents questioned whether those 
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who ‘created trouble were not better fitted by their acts for a criminal lunatic asylum than the 
discipline of a convict prison’ (TNA CO111/391/111). 

 
Incarceration and the prison regime also caused mental ill health, with prison surgeons 

diagnosing ‘insanity’ or ‘madness’ when inmates engaged in certain behaviours. These were 
wide-ranging and included the intention or act of suicide, loss of speech or hearing, disinterest 
in one’s surroundings, verbal incoherence, general agitation or fear of others, low spirits, the 
ripping of clothes and blankets, poor memory, violence, quarrelling, and spitting (PP 1875 
[1338]a; TNA CO111/551/230). Beyond the use of this terminology, precise evidence of such 
actions and characteristics is sparse and fragmentary. However, in one 1849 case, an unfamiliar 
cultural practice, the consumption of urine by an Indian prisoner (used therapeutically by some 
communities in South Asia), was described as ‘mental delusion’ (TNA CO111/268). Generally, 
throughout the colonial era, the British used a range of terms to define and describe mental 
illness in prisons: lunatic, crazy, weak minded, feeble intellect, derangement of mind, insane, 
unsound, and mentally deficient (BL C.S.F.351, TNA CO113/1/25).  
 

Sometimes medical officers disagreed about whether prisoners were feigning mental ill 
health in order to gain advantage (PP 1867-68 [3961]; BL C.S.F. 351). However, the asylum 
would not accept inmates until they had been fully certified as ‘insane’. Thus, throughout the 
colonial period, a high number of prisoners were referred to Georgetown prison for ‘mental 
observation’ (BL C.S.F.351, TNA CO111/750/2). Those found ‘mentally deficient’ or ‘weak 
minded’ but not certifiably insane (in ways that are not available to us in the archives) were 
retained within the prison system. In accordance with prison rules, they were required to labour 
under the guidance of a medical officer, but only the governor could order further punishments 
for offences against discipline (TNA CO111/554). The close proximity of these prisoners to 
the prisons general population was recognised as being demoralising to both (TNA 
CO111/750/2).  

 
By the turn of the twentieth century, British Guiana was incorporated into global 

discussions on criminal insanity, that is to say the difference between insane people committing 
offences, and prisoners becoming insane during their incarceration. One view was that only 
those who became insane in prison could be effectively treated (Earle 1904). Whilst in Britain, 
the two groups were confined separately, in the colony they remained mixed together in New 
Amsterdam asylum’s Annex. Following the construction of the ‘criminal asylum’ of 
Broadmoor in England in 1863, the New Amsterdam institution opened in 1886 and received 
37 prisoners in the first 15 years. In rare glimpses into their experience and agency, we know 
that in 1888 one such prisoner set the facility on fire. In later years, two others were said to 
have openly boasted that they would repeat the act, having fooled administrators into 
classifying them as ‘insane’ (Earle 1904, 64). By the end of the century the management of 
mentally ill prisoners had become an everyday reality for medical officers, because they 
threatened the smooth governance of the prisons. Detailed concerns regarding the role of the 
prison system in exacerbating and producing metal health problems are revealed in the surgeon 
general’s annual reports from 1897-8. These divided prisoners into three categories: class 1 
encompassed persons tried and acquitted of an offence on the grounds of insanity; class 2, 
persons who became afflicted with insanity whilst undergoing sentence; and class 3, those who 
could not be classed in either of the above. In the first year the return identified eleven prisoners 
who were ‘afflicted with insanity’ whilst undergoing their sentence. This figure steadily 
increased until it peaked in 1907-8. Additional categories were added in 1906-7 to encourage 
the early diagnosis of those accused of crime, in what was in effect an attempt to prevent 
prisons from becoming pseudo-asylums (B.L C.S.F.351).  
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Despite the belief that ‘mental weakness’ existed in many cases prior to imprisonment, 

the adverse effects of the prison environment in creating mental health problems were 
acknowledged by British officials from the earliest years. Even in the 1830s, before jail 
expansion proper began, there were calls for limitations on ‘unnecessary aggravation of the 
sufferings of imprisonment’: poor air and lack of exercise, inadequate rations, and summary 
punishment (PP 1830-31 [334]). Good quality rations were viewed as a means to counter the 
depression caused by incarceration (PP 1875 [1338]c, 29). In early nineteenth-century Britain 
and North America, there were experiments in separate, solitary, and silent imprisonment as 
the best means of effecting punishment, reform, and rehabilitation (Rothman 1998). The cost 
of building cellular accommodation, and the hot and humid climate, meant that Guyana’s 
prisons largely escaped such experimental penology. In any case, by the late 1840s, separate 
confinement had been condemned as excessively severe and fallen out of favour (TNA 
CO111/246). Nonetheless, the fact of hyper-incarceration in the colony, noted above, meant 
that the mental health impact of jails must have reached wide. One particular issue was the 
jailing of Indigenous Guyanese (Amerindians). Henry Kirke, former Sheriff of Demerara, 
wrote at the end of the nineteenth century that they ‘pined away’ and died in the architecturally 
and socially unfamiliar environment of confinement (Kirke 1898, 158-9).  

 
Jail regimes impacted not just on inmates, but on officers’ mental health. As early as 

1854, it was said that the isolation of HMPS Mazaruni gave rise to ‘temptations’ including 
problematic alcohol consumption (TNA CO111/302). By 1859 Governor P.E. Wodehouse 
lamented that two senior officers were dead from drink; and a third so addicted to alcohol that 
he was unlikely to remain at Mazaruni for much longer (TNA CO111/323). He added that even 
good soldiers employed as wardens in the settlement eventually began drinking, a view that 
was reiterated during subsequent years (TNA CO111/324; TNA CO111/328). As Director of 
Prisons J. Brumel noted later in 1875, incarceration caused terror to convicts, but had ‘a 
depressing influence’ on officers. The responsibilities of the officers, and the nature of their 
duties often led to prolonged and constant periods on duty, and this produced physical and 
mental exhaustion (TNA CO111/391/111). Personnel from wardens to superintendents 
suffered from resignation, broken health, and anxiety (PP 1875 [1338], 132-4; PP 1876 
[C.1517]; NAG AB1/236). Families of prison officers also suffered as they often lived inside 
prison compounds. As late as 1934 Superintendent of Georgetown prison W.F Hodgson wrote 
of the ‘depressing effect’ that living inside the prison walls was having on his wife. He claimed 
that his 7-year-old daughter was so nervous since an unspecified ‘incident’ with an insane 
prisoner ‘that it requires a lot of persuasion to get her to go to bed at nights’ (TNA 
CO111/719/3).  

 
The examples presented above highlight some of the historical origins and continuities 

of the challenges and issues of diagnosing and treating prisoners and prison officers with 
mental illness. During the British colonial period, enslavement, migration and incarceration 
intertwined to cause mental ill health. Although the colonial authorities were compelled to act, 
they allocated limited funds and provisions that were rarely more than basic. This meant that 
despite the building of asylum facilities dating from 1842, during the British colonial period 
prisons continued to confine the mentally ill. This included those who were sick prior to 
incarceration, as well as those who became ill in prison. Although attempts to improve the care 
of prisoners with mental health disorders emerged with the establishment of a special annex to 
the New Amsterdam asylum in 1883, in practice effective treatment remained limited. This 
was partly a question of capacity, and partly of resources. However, it was also a consequence 
of fundamental and irresolvable tensions between the effects of confinement and punishment 
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in prison facilities and the maintenance of good health. This was also the case for prisons 
personnel. Indeed, isolation combined with prison duties, and in some cases accommodation 
inside prison compounds, had ill-effects on superintendents, wardens, and their families.  
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